LAVIGO
THE PRINCIPLE OF SIMPLICITY

The simple designs are the ones that outlive the
trends and maintain their style for the future. LAVIGO
was designed by the architects at STRUCTURELAB
in Düsseldorf with this in mind. Combining classic
design and minimalistic form with innovative
technology, LAVIGO was developed as a flexible
lighting solution for modern private and open office
concepts.

Thanks to powerful LED modules, LAVIGO has a higher
share of indirect light than comparable luminaires. This
reduces the amount of direct light needed, creating
more uniform illumination that is much more pleasing to
the eye. The direct light component uses light-amplifying micro prism optics for optimal glare protection. Featuring independent indirect/direct dimming capabilities,
the right light level is easily achieved with LAVIGO.

LAVIGO TECHNICAL DATA

The operating elements do not detract from
LAVIGO's simple, minimalistic appearance.
Flush-mounted into the pole section, the
control panel is positioned at an ideal height
for either sitting or standing. LAVIGO boasts
intuitive operation. Direct and indirect lighting
can be regulated independently of one
another, providing user comfort and promoting efficiency in the workplace. LAVIGO's subtly rounded edges are easy on the eye and add
to the grace and sophistication of the design.

LAVIGO with one luminaire head*

Suitable for one or two work stations
when positioned laterally depending
on the light consumption.

*Also available in table-top mount

LAVIGO TWIN-T with two luminaire
heads

Lamp Type: 176 x LED
Luminous Flux: Approx. 10,000 lumens
Color Temperature: 4000K
Power Consumption: 81W

Suitable for up to four work stations
when positioned centrally.

Available with LUM CONNECT intelligent light
controls for integrating custom dimming,
presence sensing, and biodynamic lighting.
Consult Factory for more details.

LAVIGO TWIN-U with two luminaire
heads

Indirect
Direct

Direct and indirect light can be switched and dimmed separately
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Suitable for two work stations with
dividing wall when positioned laterally.

